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of carrying out a telegram sent to him by Viviani on July
27, which said; "Please say to M. Sazonov that France,
appreciating like Russia the high importance for both coun-
tries of affirming their perfect understanding in regard to
other Powers and of not neglecting any effort with a view
to a solution of the conflict; is ready to support completely,
in the interests of general peace; the action of the Imperial
Government." 10 In any case, Paleologue's declaration was
in keeping with the assurances which President Poincare
himself had given a week before upon his visit to Russia,
and also with Izvolski's telegram from Paris on July 27:
"I was surprised how well the Acting Minister for Foreign
Affairs and his colleagues understand the situation, and
how firm and quiet is their decision to give us fullest sup-
port and to avoid even the smallest suspicion of a disa-
greement with us." n
THE NEWS OF THE AUSTRIAN DECLARATION OF WAR ON SERBIA
In the course of the afternoon of July 28, news reached
Russia of the Austrian declaration of war on Serbia* It
may have arrived while Sazonov was in conversation with
Paleologue and been partly the reason for the latter's decla-
ration of French support. The news dissipated any rem-
nants of optimism in Sazonov's mind. It made him fear
that Austria would soon invade Serbia, and confirmed his
growing conviction that Germany was standing behind
Austria and would continue to do so, unless he made it clear
that Russia was determined to threaten Austria with force
in order to protect Serbia. He came to the conclusion that
the time had come to order the partial mobilization which
had been approved "in principle*' on July 25. He therefore
part assigned to it by the Anglo-French Naval Convention/7 There is
nothing in the French Yellow Book, as published, to HuKstuntiuto these
statements.	iopoincar6, IV, 335, 385 ff.
HTg. no, 195; M.P.E., p. 516; L.N., II, 282; suppressed from
R.O.B., 35.

